Tips for Employers
Who can post jobs on NebraskaBehavioralHealthJobs.com?
NebraskaBehavioralHealthJobs.com is totally free for employers who provide behavioral health services in Nebraska. Services are defined as direct or indirect care, including administrative agencies
that serve a role in the behavioral health system of care.
What kinds of job openings can I post?
Job postings can include every level in the behavioral health workforce in Nebraska, from entry-level
administrative support to licensed professionals.
How do I create an account and start posting jobs/browsing resumes?
We’ve created a guide outlining the steps to create an account at NebraskaBehavioralHealthJobs.
com and to start posting jobs for free.
What are other behavioral health employers saying about the website?
“Its really easy to post jobs on your website and keep them current. I love
the fact you can log in and then just reactivate a job that may be expired. You
don’t have to make a brand new one.” ~LaDene Madson, DHHS
“In comparison to other jobs websites, it os so customizable, and its industry
specific, so we are reaching the right people.” ~Luke Reiff, CenterPointe
“I have really enjoyed being able to have that function to reach out to any current interested candidates, as well as looking through all of the other resumes
in the database as well, just seeing if there’s someone that we can find a fit
for a different role somehow.” ~Holly Socha, DHHS
How can I ensure I’m reaching and hiring the best candidates?
Visit these resources for helpful advice for writing effective job descriptions and addressing challenges unique to hiring in healthcare:
15 Ways to Write a Better Job Description, According to Science
4 Challenges Unique to Healthcare Hiring
The Top 3 Healthcare Recruiting Mistakes to Avoid
Healthcare’s top 3 HR Challenges
Hiring? 5 Tips for a Successful Candidate Interview

